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This paper is the second in a series of white papers that explain Hopr’s moving-target defense 
(MTD) solutions. The first paper, “A New Kind of Defense,'' presented the general concepts and 
approach to MTD as well as its business benefits. This paper provides technical insights about 
our Codes Hidden In Plain Sight1 (CHIPS™) technology used in our eXceptionally Tamper 
Resistant APIs (XTRA) SaaS solution. 

Protecting Workloads with a Moving-Target Defense 
APIs are the entry point to a lot of private data, which makes them an attractive target for 
exploitation and theft. Exposed, back-end APIs (workload-to-workload) are the most valuable 
targets for an adversary, and they often lack authentication and authorization because the 
application’s developers assumed that the backend APIs would be accessed by a trusted front-
end user interface. They never considered their back-end API workloads are reachable without 
that interface. 

For example, exercise equipment vendor, Peloton, learned from a security researcher that its 
APIs could be called without authentication, and they would return the private personal data about 
any of its customers. Peloton had no authentication in place on multiple API workloads. Any 
person with Internet access could have queried Peloton APIs directly and obtained private 
information on Peloton users. 

But the problem is not merely missing authentication, recent statistics on malicious API attacks 
indicate that even authenticated APIs are under attack, suggesting that existing security 
mechanisms such as authentication are failing to protect workloads and their APIs. Hopr 
provides an API Threat Protection solution (XTRA) that uses a new kind of MTD to protect 
workloads, APIs, and data, whether they are on-premises, in a commercial cloud or a hybrid 
environment. Our MTD has two primary 
features: 1) high frequency rotation of 
workload credentials, and 2) dynamic 
micro-perimeters around operating 
workloads.   

XTRA Architecture Overview 

To provide context for this paper, Figure 1 
is an overview of Hopr’s XTRA 
architecture. XTRA consists of two main 
elements: a “sidecar” and the Hopr 
infrastructure, which contains a registry, 
ledgers, logging, and a container 
repository. The sidecar contains the CHIPS algorithm, an AES cryptographic library and 

 
1  US Patent #11,151,243 and patents pending. Learn more at https://youtu.be/Yzv6M2pDsr4 
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open-source Envoy proxy (to easily manage network connections). XTRA sidecars are deployed 
alongside their host workload and operate autonomously with the workload. 

Codes Hidden In Plain Sight (CHIPS) 
The MTD provided by XTRA begins with our CHIPS technology (see Figure 2, Functional 
Innovations). The CHIPS algorithm uses naturally dynamic information that is widely found across 
the Internet to create a cryptographic “seed” at a workload each time the workload needs to 
communicate with another trusted workload (the start of a session). The sidecar’s cryptographic 
library uses the seed to generate a symmetric key, and the key is used to encrypt/decrypt 
messages between trusted workloads. When a session ends, the key vanishes, too. New keys 
are built every time the workload initiates a new session with another workload, producing high 
frequency key rotation. The special thing about the CHIPS algorithm is that two workloads 
in entirely different environments can possess the same algorithm and build an identical 
secret each time a session starts. 

 

Figure 2 – The CHIPS algorithm is the foundation of functional innovations and security 
advantages in Hopr’s Moving Target Defense solutions 

In a typical authentication protocol between two workloads authorized to share data, one workload 
passes its secret (e.g., API key) to the other and the receiving workload confirms the identity by 
matching it to its stored copy. This protocol exposes the key to sniffing. To avoid this vulnerability, 
XTRA follows a CHIPS protocol, which keeps the key where it was built and uses it to encrypt 
messages. When the encrypted message is received at the second workload, it uses its copy of 
the key to decrypt the message. This has three security advantages: 1) the secrets are never 
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exposed outside their workload; 2) decryption verifies trust in the identity of the sender because 
only the original trusted workload could have encrypted the message; and 3) the messages 
between workloads are end-to-end encrypted (E2EE) in both directions, protecting both 
workloads from receiving untrusted or malicious traffic. The special thing about the CHIPS 
protocol is it enables on-demand symmetric E2EE of messages without a key exchange. 
The protocol builds an ephemeral, but continuous, hardened tunnel that guarantees data 
confidentiality and integrity, regardless of the use of TLS or mTLS.  

The CHIPS protocol does not require modification of existing apps and APIs. An API key is still 
present and passed from the client to the server API, but it is no longer necessary for the API key 
to be secret; it is not a security credential any longer, but instead used as an identity credential 
by the API. The API key is wrapped in E2EE, and even a compromised key is protected from 
misuse because without successful decryption the API will never receive it. 

XTRA Deployment and Advantages 

Figure 2 (Deployment & Advantages) describes the low-friction deployment and security 
advantages of XTRA. Each sidecar contains a large number of CHIPS algorithms. At runtime, a 
DevOps selects a specific algorithm using a configuration file (.yml file). This selection controls 
which other enterprise workloads the sidecar is able to message, thereby allowing micro-
segmentation of workloads based on their algorithm selections. Only sidecars using the same 
algorithm can communicate with each other.   

When a workload needs to communicate with another trusted workload, the first API call causes 
the sidecar to run its CHIPS algorithm and generate the symmetric encryption key. All session 
message traffic is E2EE with that key until the session closes. On session close, the key vanishes. 
A new ephemeral symmetric key is built at every session with another trusted workload. High 
frequency key rotation prevents threat actors from obtaining a valid encryption key before 
it rotates. This creates a new type of MTD that uses obfuscated public data to build a secret 
credential and prevent credential theft attacks and MITM exploitations. 

The following table shows specific advantages that Hopr XTRA achieves over other solutions: 

XTRA Other Solutions 

High frequency rotation of workload 
credentials in real-time across all clouds. 

Credentials are infrequently changed and 
vulnerable to discovery and exfiltration. 

Workloads/APIs build their ephemeral secret 
when the workload begins a session with 
another workload. 

A static secret is issued and must be retrieved 
from a secure secrets store. Some secrets may 
be “leased” and are replaced at expiration. 
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No keys are exchanged or exposed to 
exfiltration. Each key remains where it's built 
and vanishes at the close of a session. 

Keys are passed between workloads and 
secret stores for authentication. Semi-static 
secrets require injection. 

Symmetric E2EE protects messages over the 
entire communication route. 

API messages and keys are secure only where 
TLS or mTLS are present. 

Untrusted traffic is blocked and discovered. 
Decryption of messages is necessary for trust. 

Trust cannot be assured with static or semi-
static keys due to likelihood of key exfiltration. 

No storage of secrets is necessary. The “secret 
zero” problem is eliminated. 

Static keys require secure storage to protect 
them, and this introduces more APIs and keys. 

Micro-segmentation occurs easily with the 
configuration of a Sidecar prior to install. 

Complex and unable to micro-segment all E-
W and N-S traffic or isolate all workloads.  

Hopr has no contact with an Enterprise’s 
sensitive customer data. 

Sensitive customer data is scanned, creating a 
risk exposure for the Enterprise. 

Envoy Proxy 

XTRA leverages Envoy proxy, a popular and proven open-source software that was improved by 
the Cloud Native Computing Foundation. Envoy has many valuable features including managing 
connections to other workloads, listening for inbound messages, protecting against DDoS attacks, 
routing ingress and egress messages, and responding to HTTP headers. XTRA is a plugin to 
Envoy and implements the CHIPS technology to symmetrically encrypt and decrypt messages 
(egress messages are encrypted and ingress messages are decrypted). Only decrypted ingress 
messages are ever received by the host workload. Untrusted traffic is blocked. 

Trusted Workload Identities 

The identity credential for most workloads is a PKI certificate issued by a certificate authority (CA). 
Automated production of certificates for workloads by certificate managers lacks the intended 
trust value of PKI so that certificates become a mere prerequisite for establishing Transport Layer 
Security (TLS) or mTLS. Making PKI move at the speed of technology dilutes its most 
important tenet: trust.  

PKI certificates have always had a trust weakness because each new PKI Certificate is a 
complete replacement of the last one. There is no relationship between new and old certificates 
for an identity. The chain of trust exists with the CA and not in the identity of the entity itself. 

https://www.envoyproxy.io/
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In a 2021 global study2 the Ponemon Institute found that when security professionals were asked 
about the challenges to enable applications to use PKI, 55% of those responding believed that 
“existing PKI was incapable of supporting new applications'' (the new applications include those 
in the cloud such as IoT, mobile devices and containers that appear and disappear randomly).  

Rather than use PKI certificates as an identity credential for workloads, XTRA builds an alias 
identity credential for each workload that begins at its registration with Hopr. It is built from a log 
of a workload’s sessions3. Workload sessions are entered in a ledger and the ledger is hashed to 
create an immutable record of the workload’s history. A segment of the hash becomes the 
Machine Alias ID (MAID) for the workload, a rotating identity credential. XTRA creates an 
immutable chain trust in each workload from the time it was first registered with Hopr. 

Workloads, Traffic, and Segmentation 

XTRA uses CHIPS technology to protect both the client and 
server workloads as they operate regardless of their location 
in the enterprise architecture. Each session builds an 
ephemeral micro-perimeter that is only accessible with by 
workloads with the correct ephemeral encryption key. 

Both North-South and East-West traffic is protected with 
E2EE provided by the symmetric key generated in the 
Sidecar. And because XTRA Sidecars are configurable to 
operate with different CHIPS algorithms, they are easily 
configured to isolate workloads for host-based segmentation. 
Micro-segmentation of services can be as small as two 
workloads. 

XTRA Security  

XTRA includes multiple security features that naturally inhibit discovery of the CHIPS algorithm. 
The following list summarizes each feature. 

1. As code, the CHIPS algorithm cannot be scanned and discovered by secrets detection tools 
(e.g., TruffleHog). The algorithm is software code just like the rest of the code in an app or API. 

2. The algorithm within the sidecar is in binary form and then provided as a container image, 
making its discovery difficult. And if discovered, it is very difficult to break and reverse engineer 
the binary. Every configured XTRA Sidecar must be secured and managed by an Enterprise. 

 
2 2021 Global PKI and IoT Trends Study, Ponemon Institute 
3 Patents pending 
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3. There are many possible CHIPS algorithms (thousands) within a Sidecar. It’s nearly impossible 
to guess the algorithm that a sidecar would contain.   

4. Each CHIPS algorithm utilizes nearly 20 different variables to build a high-entropy seed. One 
of the variables defines one or more accessible Internet locations (URLs).  

5. The URLs also contain a lot of dynamic elements that change randomly. Knowing the URL 
doesn’t make the algorithm vulnerable because of the high uncertainty of the coordinate location 
of dynamic content at any URL. 

5. One of the URLs used in a CHIPS algorithm is hosted by a Hopr server. This URL is ephemeral 
and only exists at the time a session between two machines is started. If an adversary were to 
overcome all the security features described above, and possess the CHIPS algorithm, they 
would still be unable to build the correct ephemeral secret without knowing the Hopr-URL. 

6. Our CHIPS protocol interlocks the hopping (rotation) of each workload identity credential and 
secret at each session. This makes it much more difficult for an attacker because they must find 
and exfiltrate two credentials that rotate at a high frequency. 

Why You Need XTRA Protection 
As technologies, software architectures, operating environments, vulnerabilities, and threat 
vectors evolve, existing security solutions are proving inadequate to protect enterprise resources 
and data as they once did. XTRA provides a new type of MTD, a defensive strategy widely 
recognized by cybersecurity professionals as highly effective. XTRA is a SaaS solution that 
performs in real time, at every workload session, and in all environments. Uses include high 
security for sensitive workloads, API threat protection, and micro-segmentation for zero trust 
architectures.  

Schedule a free 15-minute discovery call with one or our experts. 

Phone: +1.443.961.4438 

Email: hopr@hopr.co 
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